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Nair – the ultimate hair removal experience
In a Gallup survey, it was found that if women could permanently change one aspect
of their beauty routine, removing body hair would be high on the agenda. Shaving
literally slices off the ends of your hair, leaving a sharp edge behind. This results in
that nasty stubbly sensation once hair regrowth takes place. So Nair has developed
a range of fast-working, gentle solutions that make hair removal simple for every
type of hair and skin area. And all without rough regrowth!

Nair hair removal creams
Forget nicks and cuts from shaving, with painless, speedy and easy to use hair
removal creams from Nair. The 3-in-1 formula – remove hair, exfoliate and
moisturise skin – is suitable for use on legs and body. So if you want radiant, smooth
skin in less than five minutes, choose from a range of Nair hair removal products
suited to your needs and tastes. Nair cream depilatories work below the surface of
the skin, unleashing silky, hair-free skin within minutes.
SENSITIVE HAIR REMOVAL FORMULAS
More than half of women worldwide consider their skin to be sensitive. In response,
Nair has developed two hair removal creams which address the needs of these
women.
Suitable for dry and sensitive skin on the legs, bikini and underarm areas, Nair
Ultra Sensitive Hair Removal Cream is enriched with moisturising Camellia oil
and protecting Ylang Ylang extract. This cream gently but effectively removes hair
while nourishing the skin, leaving it soft and smooth to the touch. Available in
250 ml tube and in convenient 25 ml sachets.
Nair Sensitive Hair Removal Cream contains sweet almond oil in a formulation
specifically geared towards use on sensitive skin on the face, bikini line, underarms
and legs. Available in 110 ml tube.
TOUGH/COARSE/DARK HAIR REMOVAL
Nair recognises that often standard formulas are not strong enough to tackle coarse
or very dark hair. Now, there is a solution. The Tough Hair Formula is enriched
with rice oil and grape seed extract to gently but very effectively remove stubborn or
coarse hair while moisturising and nourishing the skin for radiance and a silkysmooth touch. Available in 250 ml tube.
PRETTY HAIR REMOVAL CREAMS
For younger skin, Nair’s Pretty range of hair removal creams is the perfect solution
for a fun and fruity way to remove unwanted hair.
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Enriched with natural moisturisers, Nair Pretty Hair Removal Cream comes in
three delicious-smelling variants – Soft Peach, Soft Raspberry and Tutti Frutti
(Passion Fruit). Available in 150 ml tube.
The Pretty range gently removes hair within four minutes, leaving legs, bikini and
underarm areas silky smooth, fuzz-free and smelling divine for much longer than
shaving. Bye-bye to stubble and hello to softness!
MOISTURISING HAIR REMOVAL CREAM
Enriched with peach and Neroli (orange blossom) oils, Nair’s Moisturising Hair
Removal Cream is ideal for removing hair from all areas of the body, leaving skin
sleek and nourished. Available in 110 ml tube.

Nair waxing kits
For longer-lasting hair removal results, bring the salon into your home with Nair
waxing kits. Application is simple and the results are incredible. Application is easy –
simply warm the waxing strips between your palms for a few seconds, separate the
two strips, apply, smooth down and immediately remove. This mess- and fuss-free
waxing system is ideal for even the most sensitive areas and each strip can be reused up to three times.
SOOTHING WAX KIT
The Soothing Wax Kit has been specially formulated to provide waxing without
the ‘ouch’. Calming and cooling pre-wax wipes are provided to cleanse and prepare
the skin and the post-wax wipes leave the skin soothed, moisturised and
conditioned.
Menthol-infused resin-based cloth strips allow effective hair removal on hair with as
little as one week’s growth and deliver results for up to four weeks.
The box contains 12 large and 12 medium wax strips (ideal for smaller body areas
and the face), three pre-wax wipes and three post-wax wipes.
SOOTHING WAX KIT
If you want to feel pretty this summer, Nair’s Pretty Wax Strips are the desirable
alternative to shaving. Enriched with soothing camomile extract and soft melon and
peach fragrance these strips, comprising resin wax on reusable cellophane strips, are
easy to use, making them the ideal choice for even first-time waxers!
The box contains 16 large wax strips and three aftercare wipes (for removal of any
wax residue).
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FACE WAX STRIPS
Bare it all for up to four weeks with Nair’s totally user-friendly Face Wax Strips.
These ready-to-use, fruity peach and melon wax strips are the quick and easy way
to remove unwanted hair from delicate areas. Cool mint wax strips efficiently and
quickly remove hair from the root and post-treatment menthol wipes soothe,
condition and moisturise the skin for a radiantly smooth face, without a hint of
sensitivity or redness.
The box contains 20 resin wax strips on cellophane and two moisturising aftercare
wipes (for removal of any wax residue).

All Nair products are clinically and dermatologically tested for use.
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